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Abstract. For finite volume, noncompact Riemann surfaces with their canon-

ical hyperbolic metrics, there is a notion of pseudo-Laplace operators which

include all embedded eigenvalues (> |) of the Laplacian as a part of their

eigenvalues. Similarly, we define pseudo-Laplace operators for compact hyper-

bolic Riemann surfaces with short geodesies. Then, for any degenerating family

of hyperbolic Riemann surfaces S¡ (/ > 0), we show that normalized pseu-

doeigenfunctions and pseudoeigenvalues of 5/ converge to normalized pseudo-

eigenfunctions and pseudoeigenvalues of Sq as / -» 0. In particular, normal-

ized embedded eigenfunctions and their embedded eigenvalues of So can be

approximated by normalized pseudoeigenfunctions and pseudoeigenvalues of

5/ and / -> 0.

1. Introduction

Let S be a noncompact, complete hyperbolic surface of finite area. Then

the Laplacian of S has continuous spectrum [| + oo) and discrete spectrum

which may be embedded in the continuous part (see [12]). To study Weyl's
asymptotic formula for the discrete spectrum, Lax and Phillips [9, Theorem 8.6]

introduced an operator Aa, which is called the pseudo-Laplacian by Colin de
Verdière [4]. In [4] the pseudo-Laplacian was used to show, among other things,

that, under generic compactly supported conformai perturbation of hyperbolic
metrics, all the embedded eigenvalues (> \) are destroyed. Pseudo-Laplacians
are also useful in studying embedded eigenvalues for hyperbolic deformations.

Using the pseudo-Laplacian, Deshoullers, Iwaniec, Phillips, and Sarnak [5, 11],

showed that, by deforming certain arithmetic surfaces in a generic direction,
infinitely many embedded eigenvalues are destroyed. Based on this, Phillips

and Sarnak [10] conjectured that a generic hyperbolic surface has only finitely

many embedded eigenvalues, contrary to a conjecture of Selberg [12].

Inspired by [4], we define the pseudo-Laplacian for hyperbolic surfaces with

short geodesies. We believe that spectral degeneration of surfaces will help

us understand spectra of noncompact surfaces, and pseudo-Laplacians are an

important tool for studying degeneration. Actually, a preliminary version of this
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paper is used by Wolpert in [18], where he recently verified the above conjecture

of Phillips and Sarnak for a special family of hyperbolic surfaces.

Now we give a detailed introduction to this paper. Let S¡ be a degenerat-

ing family of compact hyperbolic surfaces, i.e., there are several simple closed

geodesies y\(l), ... , ym(l) on S¡ whose lengths go to zero as / -♦ 0. Follow-

ing [4], we define a pseudo-Laplacian Aa(l) for S¡. The operator Aa(/) acts

on a subspace H(S¡) c L2(S¡), which is defined by the vanishing of the zeroth

Fourier coefficient in the pinching collars around the geodesies yi(l), ... , ym(l)

on Si (see §2 for details).

Definition 1.1. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Aa(/) are called pseudoeigen-

values and pseudoeigenfunctions, respectively. Let {A,(/)}^, denote the pseu-

doeigenvalues and {^¿(OlSi denote their corresponding orthonormal

pseudoeigenfunctions.

For any A > 0, define a kernel function on S¡ x S¡,

K,(z,w;l) =   £  m(l)(z)¥i(l)(w).
ki(l)<X

Further, to compare functions on So and S¡, we would like to use the

harmonic map of infinite energy from So to S¡ constructed by Wolf [13].

In order to preserve the domains of the pseudo-Laplacians, i.e., to preserve

the longitudes and meridians in the pinching collars and the cusps, we use

the modified harmonic map by Wolpert [18, Chapter 2], which is denoted by

n¡: So —> Si. Intuitively speaking, the (modified) harmonic map opens up each

node of So into a simple closed geodesic of S¡ and is a homeomorphism from

So to S¡\{y\(l), ... , ym(l)} such that the pull-back of the 5/-hyperbolic metric
converges in Cfc-norm on compact subsets to the Sb-hyperbolic metric for any

fceN. Then, we have the following

Theorem 1.2. (I) For any i > 1, lim¡^0Xi(l) = A,(0).

(2) For any sequence // -> 0, let {Wi(h))l^i  oe any choice of a complete

system of orthonormal pseudoeigenfunctions on S¡..    Then there is a subse-

quence {I'j} c {/,}, such that liniy_,007r*;.^/-(/j) exists for all i. Let ^,(0) =

lim_,-_007r*,.^/(/j).   The limit functions {Wi(0)}fZ\ f°rm a complete system of

orthonormal pseudoeigenfunctions on So ■

(3) For any X > 0 and X $. Spec(Aa(0)), lim/_0^(n/(z), k¡(w); I) =
Kx(z, w ; 0), where the convergence is uniform over compact subsets of So x So ■

Now for a noncompact surface So, embedded eigenvalues of the Laplacian

are included among the pseudoeigenvalues (see Theorem 2.1). Then immedi-

ately, we have

Corollary 1.3. Let X(0) > \ be an eigenvalue of S0 with multiplicity n . Then,

for any sequence l¡ -> 0, there is a subsequence {I'j} c {/,-} and normal-

ized pseudoeigenfunctions yfi^l'j), ..., Win(l'j) on S[i, with pseudoeigenvalues

A,-,(/j), ... , Xin(lj) such that, for 1 < k < n, lim7_00A,t(/j) = A(0) and

lirn/^oo 7T*, (y/ik(l'j)) exists. Further, the limit functions form an orthonormal

basis of the A0 eigenspace of S0 ■

In fact, we conjecture that this corollary holds for the eigenfunctions (of A(/))

themselves. Pseudoeigenfunctions {y/i(l)} of S¡ satisfy A(l)y/i(l)-X¡(l)y/i(l) =
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0, on S¡\ d([j C¡(a)), where (J Q(a) is the union of all pinching collars em-

bedded in S¡ and A(/) is the Beltrami-Laplace operator (see §2 for details).

For those pseudoeigenfunctions converging to embedded eigenfunctions, their
zeroth Fourier coefficients in the pinching collars converge to zero as / —> 0, so

cutting off the zeroth Fourier coefficient inside the pinching collars should not

have much influence on these functions. It is conceivable that we can pertúrbate

these pseudoeigenfunctions and recover some information about eigenfunctions

of S¡, which approximate the embedded eigenfunctions of So as /-»0.
There are other motivations for studying degeneration of the pseudo-

Laplacians. When we take the whole (A(/), L2(S¡)) space into consideration,

the eigenvalues of S¡ cluster at every point of [|, oo) as / -+ 0. During the

degeneration, the dominant role is played by the part converging to the contin-

uous spectrum of So . But this phenomenon is independent of the global geom-

etry of S/ and, instead, only depends on the lengths of the pinching geodesies

{y\(l), ... , ym(l)} (see [14, 7 and 8]). It is expected that the pseudo-Laplacian
Aa(/) can carry global information about S¡ during degeneration. Furthermore,

from [8] and [16], we can distinguish between eigenfunctions which converge

to generalized eigenfunctions of So (they are given by Eisenstein series) and
other eigenfunctions which converge to embedded eigenfunctions of So. An

open problem is to characterize the subspace of L2(S¡) which converges to

the subspace of L2(So) spanned by all the embedded eigenfunctions of So as
/-+0.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In §2 we define pseudo-

Laplacians on S/ and characterize them in terms of Fourier expansions. In §3
we prove Theorem 1.2. The key is to show that the limit pseudoeigenfunctions
are linearly independent. Unlike the case for eigenfunctions of eigenvalues

< \ , there is no easy way to prove the linear independence. Instead we prove

a stronger statement that they are orthonormal. In order to do this, we need

to show that no mass of pseudoeigenfunctions of S¡. is lost deep inside the

pinching collars during degeneration. The family (Aa(l), Ha(S¡)) (I > 0) is

like a regular one, since we have removed the part of L2(S¡) which causes the
clustering of eigenvalues of S¡ as / —► 0 (in [18], Wolpert shows that Kato's

asymptotic perturbation theory applies to this family). To make this intuitive
argument rigorous, we need the detailed study of the spectral degeneration of
the collars around the pinching geodesies as we have worked out in [8, Theorem
1.5].

2. Definitions of pseudo-Laplacians

In this section, we will define pseudo-Laplacians and recall their basic prop-
erties. We start with the subspace of L2(So) where the pseudo-Laplacian acts.

For So a noncompact hyperbolic surface of finite area and a > 0, let Co (a)

be a horocyclic neighbourhood of a puncture of So with boundary length e~a

and U C0(a) be the union of all such neighbourhoods in So . For any function

f on So, let f0(r, 6) = f0(r) be the zeroth Fourier coefficient of / restricted
to a horocyclic neighbourhood Co(a), where (r, 6) are the Fermi coordinates

on Co(a). For a > 1, define a subspace of L2(So),

Ha(0) = {fe W2'\S0)\fo(r, 6) = 0 for each (r, 6) e (JC0(a)} ,
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where W2' '(So) is the Sobolev space of S0 ,

W2'\So) = |/€ L2(So)|||V/|2 + f2 < 00} .

Similarly, for S/ with / > 0, let \JC¡(a) be the union of all the pinching
collars on S¡ with boundary length e~a. The zeroth Fourier coefficient of

any function / on (jC¡(a) is also denoted by fo(r, 0), where (r, 6) are the

Fermi coordinates on the pinching collars. Then, for a > 1, define a subspace

of L2(S,),

Ha(l) = {/€ ^''(Wotr, 0) = 0 for (r, 0) eljQ(a)},

where W2,1(S/) is the Sobolev space associated to S¡ as above.

Now we define the pseudo-Laplacians. The space Ha(0) is a closed subspace

of W2''(So). The symmetric form D0[f, g] = fSo V0/V0.g restricts to Ha(0)

and induces by Friedrich's procedure a selfadjoint operator Aa(0) on Ha(0) c

L2(So), which is called the pseudo-Laplacian of So. (See [4, Theorems 1, 2,

and 5; 9, pp. 206-208; 15].)

Theorem 2.1 (Colin de Verdière et al. [4, Theorems 1, 2, and 5]). (1) The
domain of Aa(0) consists of those f e Ha(0) such that A(0)f-aoa(r) £ L2(S0)
for some aeC, and then Aa(0)f is defined by Aa(0) f = A(0)f - aâa(r), where

Sa(r) is the Dirac measure at a, A(0)f is in the sense of distribution, and A(0)

is the Laplacian of So.
(2) The operator Aa(0) is selfadjoint with compact resolvents.

(3) The spectrum of Aa(0) is discrete and is the union with appropriate mul-

tiplicity of the following two sequences:

(a) {A,}, where A, is an eigenvalue of A(0) on So with an associated cus-

pidal eigenfunction (pi and the associated pseudoeigenfunction of Aa(0)

is also tpi ;
(b) {Pj(a)}, coming from Eisenstein series, roughly a discrete approximation

to the continuous spectrum [4 , 00) of Sq ■

By the same procedure, we get a selfadjoint operator Aa(l) on Ha(l) e L2(S¡)

for S/ with / > 0, and call it the pseudo-Laplacian of S¡. The operator has

the following properties (see [9, §8 pp. 206-208] for proofs).

Proposition 2.2. (1) The domain of Aa(l) and its action are analogs of Aa(0) in

Theorem 2.1.
(2) The operator Aa(l) is selfadjoint with compact resolvents.

Proposition 2.3. For I > 0, let y/(l) be any eigenfunction of Aa(l) with eigen-

value X(l). Then it can be characterized as follows:

(1) For z G S, \0(UC,(a)), (Aa(l) -X(l))V(l)(z) = 0.
(2) Let y/o(l) be the zeroth Fourier coefficient of y/(l) in the collars. Then

y/0(l)(r) = 0 for (r, 8) e \JC¡(a), i.e., inside the collars, but y/0(l) is continuous

and possibly not differentiable across the boundary d ({J C¡(a)) c S¡.
(3) The function y(l)-y/o(l) on (JQ(°) is smooth across d(\JC¡(a)) c S¡.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Before proving Theorem 1.2, we establish the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. For any i > 1, any sequence l¡■■ -* 0, and any normalized pseu-

doeigenfunction y/¡(lj) of Aa(lj) with pseudoeigenvalue X¡(lj), assume that

lim.j^,oXi(lj) < +00. Then there is a subsequence {I'j} c {//} such that:

(1) The limit lim;_»0o A,(/j) exists, and the limit is denoted by Af (0).

(2) The functions n*,(y/i(l'j)) converge uniformly over compact subsets of So

to some function y/f(0) on So, which satisfies (A(0) - Af (0))y/f(0)(z) = 0 for
z e So \ 9(UQ(a)). The function y/f(0) is an eigenfunction of Aa(0) with

eigenvalue Af (0).

Remark. Actually, y/^O) has L2-norm 1 (see Step 2 in the proof of Theorem
1.2).

Proof. To begin with, we have A(/;)^/((/)-A/((/)W((/) = 0 on Stj\d(\J Ctj(a))
and \Wi(lj)\\^(s,.) — i • Since the zeroth Fourier term of i//¡(lj) vanishes along

d(C¡(a)), using integration by parts, we get

/ |V«(/,)|2 =*,(/,)/  |^(/;)l2=A,(/;).
JS/j Jslj

Then, by regularity theory [6, Theorems 8.8 and 8.9] and the convergence of

the modified harmonic maps, for any compact subset K c So \ d(\J Co(a)) and

fceN, there exists a constant C = C(K, k) such that

\\^*l,¥iilj)\\w^(K)<C.

Take an exhaustion of So\ô(U Co(fl)) by compact subsets. Then, by Sobolev's
embedding theorem [1, Theorem 5.4] and a diagonal argument, there is a sub-

sequence {I'j} c {/;} such that:

(1) The limit lim;_00 A,(/j) exists, and the limit is denoted by Af (0).

(2) The function Ji*,(y/i(lj)) converges uniformly over compact subsets of

So \ 0(U Co(a)) to some function ^,A(0).

We have to prove the uniform convergence across the boundary d(\JCo(a)).

In each pinching collar C¡(0) of S¡, for any function / on C/(0), let

f(r,d) = a0(r) + Y,<*n(r)e2nnie

n¿0

be the Fourier expansion of / with respect to 0. Then fo(r, 0) = a0(r) is

the zeroth Fourier term of /. Define f(r, 0) = 2Z„^oan(r)e2,'nie to be the

remaining summation. Note that we only decompose f = fo + f\ on the collar

Q(0). We now study the convergence of y/¡ t \ (//) (the nonzero Fourier term of
y/i(lj)) and Wi.o(lj) (the zero Fourier term) inside the collar Q(0).

I. The nonzero Fourier terms. Note that (A(/;)-A1(/J))v/i,i(/J) = 0 on C¡(0),

/cwo)l^.i'((/)l2^ 1'and

/     |V^,,,(/y)|2< [ \Vy,i(lj)\2 = Xi(l).
JCt{0) Js,
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Then by the same argument as above, there is a subsequence of {/j}, still

denoted by {I'j}, such that nj,(y/¡t i(/j))  converges uniformly over compact

subsets of IJCb(O) t0 v/\(0)- (The limit function agrees with the nonzero

Fourier terms of the limit obtained above!) In particular, the convergence of

n*v(Vi,\(l'j)) to y/fx(0) is uniform across the boundary d(\JCo(a)).

II.   The zero Fourier term.   Since lirn,--,,» 7r*,(^,(/j)) = ^f(O) uniformly over

\JCo(¿a) \ Co(\a) and lim^^ «¡,(¥i,i(lj)) = y,*,(0) uniformly over

IJCo(^fl) \ Co(\a), it follows that lim^«, n¡,(y/it0(lj)) = <0(°) uniformly

over \JCo(\a) \ Co(\a). Notice that y/¡to(l) satisfies the ordinary differential
equation, (A(/; 0) -Xj(l))y/ito(l) = 0, where A(/; 0) is the restriction of A/ to
the subspace of rotationally invariant functions on C/(0) c S¡, and thus it is
a second-order ordinary differential operator in r. Since A(/ ; 0) approaches

A(0 ; 0) as ordinary differential operators, it follows from the stability of the ini-

tial value problem for ordinary differential equations that lim7_(X) n*,(tpi^(I'f))

= y,A0(0) uniformly over U Co(0) \ Q(2a), in particular, uniformly across the

boundary r3(IJC0(a)).
By the above discussions, it is clear that lim7_oo n'^ViVj)) — ¥t(0) uni-

formly over compact subsets of So. The limit function y/f(0) satisfies

(A(0)-Af(0))^(0) = 0 on S0\ö(UC0(a)) and ||^(0)||¿2(So) < 1.
Now we show that ^ A(0) satisfies the vanishing condition in each cusp of

S0. Since lim,--«, n¡,(y/¡>0(l'j) = <0(°).then> for (r,0)e\JC0{a),

^f0(r) = lim nt y/j o(l't) = lim 0 = 0.
j—»OO      J       ' j—>oo

Furthermore, since lim7_oo n*, Vi,i(l'j) = V,A](0) and y/¡t\ is smooth across

d(\JC¡(a)) c Si, it is clear that <y,A(0) - ^0(0) = ^/),(0) is smooth across

d([j Co(a)) C So . Therefore, by Proposition 2.3, the limit function ipf(0) is a

pseudoeigenfunction of Aa(0) with pseudoeigenvalue Af (0).

Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof is divided into three steps:

1. Show that for i > 1, ÏÏm/_,oA;(/) < A,(0).
2. Show that for i > 1, Iwoj^ii1) > ¿«(0) and, for 1 < k < i, (yA(0),

r*A(0)> = *ifc.
3. Show that for A > 0 and A £ Spec(Aa(0)), lim/_,0-Ká(7t/(z), 7i¡(w) ; /) =

Kx(z,w;0).

Step 1. For any i > 1 and 0 < ô < a, let /i(0),... , f(0) be the first /' or-
thonormal pseudoeigenfunctions of Aa_¿(0) with pseudoeigenvalues
A)(0, S),... , A,(0, 3) on So. For any p > a, let np be a cut-off function

on So, r\p = 1 on S0\\JC0(p), np = 0 on \JC0(p+ 1), and \V0n\ < 2.
Note that /i(0), ... , fi(0) have exponential decays along the cusps. We can

assume npf\(0), ... , npfi(0) are linearly independent for p » 1. Define for

1 < k < i, fk(l) = (n-l)î(npfk(0)). Then Ml),..., fk(l) are linearly inde-
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pendent and lie in the domain of Aa(/) when / is small enough. Let

*(/>)-L £|vA(/)|2 + |/fc(/)|2

Then lim«

'(JC<>(/>)\Co(¿M-l)

, e(p) = 0. For any constants ak with Yl\ a\ — 1, we have

Js,
V¿ «*/*(/)

Js,
!>/*(/)

<(l+â(l))(Xi(0,ô) + e(p)),

= (l+ô'(l))(l-e'(p)).

where e(p), e'(/>) -»0 as /> -> oo, and ¿(/)  r5'(/) -> 0 when / -» 0, and p is

fixed. Then by the Mini-Max principle (see [2, Chapter 1]), we have that

limMOA,(/)<(A,(0, S) + e(p))
1

1 - e'(p)

Since the
0.  We get

Let p -> oo. We get that, for i > I, lim/^oA,(/) < A,-(0,<5).
pseudoeigenvalues of Aa(0) depend continuously on a, let S —>

that, for i > 1, hm^Xi(l) < A,(0).

Step 2. We use induction on / in this case. For i = 1, choose a sequence /, -♦ 0

such that limy-Kjo Ai(/y) = lim/_0Ai(/). By Lemma 3.1, there is a subsequence
{';} C {//} such that

lim A,(/j) = AA(0),        lim Kp(wi(l'j)) = VA(0).

We want to show that

«(0),<(0)) = 1

In particular, the function y/f(0) ¿ 0, and AA(0) is a pseudoeigenvalue of
Aa(0) ; in which case, AA(0) > Ai(0) and, by the arbitrary choice of {//},

Um/-oAi(0 > Ai(0). Then by Step 1 we get lim./^0Ai(/) = Ai(0) and ^A(0) is
a normalized pseudoeigenfunction of Aa(0) with pseudoeigenvalue Ai(0).

Now we prepare to show that (<^A(0), ̂ A(0)) = 1. First we recall spectral

degeneration of the pinching collars. Let {&•(/)}£?! be the complete system of
orthonormal Dirichlet eigenfunctions with eigenvalues {A*(/)}~j of \JC¡(a)

except the zeroth mode (A/(0), Ll(\JC¡(a))) (that is, except rotationally in-
variant eigenfunctions) (see [8]). Since each pinching collar is symmetric with

respect to its core (pinching) geodesic, we can further assume that, for / > 0,

\gi(l)\ (i> I) are symmetric with respect to its core pinching geodesic in each
collar. Then we have

Theorem 3.2 [8, Theorem 1.5]. (1) For all i > I, lim^oA*.,^/) = lim/^oA*.,-.^/)
= A*(0) ;  in particular, {A*(/)}^j does not cluster at any finite point as I —* 0.

(2) For all i > 1,

lim^(ft;_1(/))2 = ig,(0)2 limnUg2i(l))2 _ 1
8i(0)2

uniformly over compact subsets of [j Co(a).
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Note that the geometric limit of C¡(a) as /-»0 is a pair of cusps Co(a) u

Co(a). Since we normalize g¡(0) to be of L2-norm 1 on each cusp Q(a), there

is a factor \ appearing in the right-hand side of the above equations. Theorem
3.2 means intuitively that none of the g¡(l) lose mass inside the collars as

/ -> 0. More precisely,

(i) Äfi/,     l#(/)l2 = o.

Let f be a cut-off function on S¡, f = 1 on \J C¡(a + 1), and £ = 0 on

Si \ (J Q(fl), |Vf| < 2. Consider the function f^i(/j) on S¡,. Let

OO

(2) i^(/;) = Efl»(/i^«(/y)
n=l

be the Fourier expansion in terms of {&■(/})} , where a„(/j) = (Zw\(h) > £«({/)) •
Then

00

X;a2(/j) = (^,(/j),^i(/j)).
B=l

For A > 1, define

¿(A) = ^y>2(/;).

Then we have the following

Claim. With the above notation, limN^ocô(N) = 0.

Proof. Suppose instead that â(N) > Co > 0 for N » 1 . By Lemma 3.2,
{A*(/)} does not accumulate at any finite point; therefore,

(3) lim X%(1) = oo
N—>oo

uniformly for 0 < / < a, where a is a small fixed positive constant. Now we

compute (A(l'j)(c¡y/l(lj)), f^i(/j)). For any N > 0, by the Fourier expansion

(equation (2)), we get

(A(lj)(i¥i(l'j)),iMlj))>^x:(lj)a2n(lj),
n>N

h^(A(l'j)(t:¥x(l'j)),c:¥l(l'j)) > lim kW}) Hm J] a2(/j) > UrnA^/j)«,.
0-° /;-*       ^°„>jv /;-*

Let A —> oo. From equation (3), we get

(4) lim(A(/;)(^1(/j)),i^1(/;)) = +œ.
/<-o

On the other hand, recall that

a(/;.)^(/;.)+a1(/;)^1(/;.) = o)     ii^(/;-)iii:2W = i)
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and n*,(y/\(l'j)) converges smoothly over compact subsets of So to yt¡(0). Then

we get immediately that

jffiKA(/;.)^i(/j),fvi(/j)>|<+oo,

which contradicts equation (4)! Thus we have proved the claim.

Now we are ready to prove (yA(0), yA(0)) = 1. By the claim above, for

any ô > 0, there exists No > 0 such that

Js,,

No '2

^l(lj)-¿Zan(lj)gn^)
k=\

<3.

Using the above estimates and equation (2), we get

lim lim / |yi(/')|2<¿.
/>-°°J-°o./(JC,,(/>)p-

By the arbitrary choice of Ô > 0, it follows that

lim lim / |^i(/')|2 = 0.
~°°J^°°J\JCl.(p)

Note that (y/\(l'j), Viity) = 1 • Then it is clear that (^A(0), ^A(0)) = 1. We

denote the limit function ^A(0) by y/\ (0), which is a normalized pseudoeigen-

function of L2-norm 1.
Now we do the induction step for Step 2 of Theorem 1.2; that is, assume

that, for 1 < k < i - 1,

limXk(l) = Xk(0),        lim n¡,(y/k(l'j)) = ^(0)

uniformly over compact subsets of So and {Wk(0)}\~1 are orthonormal pseu-

doeigenfunctions of Aa(0) with pseudoeigenvalues {Afc(0)}',_1 . For fixed i •> 1,

by Lemma 3.1, there is a subsequence of {I'j} , still denoted by {I'j} , such that

limA,(/) = AA(0),        limn¡,(¥i(l'j)) = ^(0),

where the convergence is uniform over compact subsets of So and yA(0) is
a pseudoeigenfunction of Aa(0) with pseudoeigenvalue AA(0). Next we show

that

(Wk(0), ̂ A(0)> = 0,   i < k < i-1,     <^A(0), vHO)) = i•

One immediate consequence of the above orthonormality is that \p\ (0),... ,

^,_i(0), yA(0) are linearly independent; thus Af (0) > A,(0). Then by Step 1,
we have AA(0) = A,(0), and therefore lim/^0A,(/) = A,-(0).

At first, we prove, for I <k < i-l, (<Pk(0), V,A(0)) = 0. Since (Wk(0),
VkiO)) - I, it is clear that

1-lim/ Wkd'j)\2 = l- I \Vk(0)\2.
li^JSA[}C,,t,p) JSo\{JC0{p)
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This implies that

(5) lim
p—*oo

LIZHEN JI

Jimo/,        Wk '^2- lim
p —»oo /,        l^(0)|2 = 0.

Since, for 1 < k < i - 1, (y/k(l'j), «(/j)) = 0,

1/ ^(0)^A(0)|=   / Wk(0)¥t(0)- f  Wk(lj)¥i(lj]

<   I \Vk{0)v?(0)\+ f
>\JC0{p) v'(Uco^))

Wk(i'j)Vi(i'j)\

dpi
+ / Vk(0)Vi(0) - npXWkd'j^m-T-1

Jsa\\   CMP) ' «^o

< (J 1/2

V2k(0) + (4(\Jc0{p))
vi®)

1/2

dpi
\ Wk(Q)¥i(Q)-%*(¥k(l')¥i(l))^.
Js„\[ cn(p) ' '   dpo>S<\\)Cü{p)

where dp¡ is the volume form of S¡. For each fixed p, the third term goes to

zero as ;' —► +oo. Then from equation (5), it follows that

\Js0
vk(o)vno)= 0.

This proves the orthogonality.
The proof that (^A(0), wf~(0)) = 1 is exactly the same as for the case i = 1

above. Therefore, ^i(O), ... , ^,_i, yA(0) are orthonormal pseudoeigenfunc-

tions of Aa(0) with pseudoeigenvalues Aj(0),... , A,(0). Thus we can denote
the limit function ^A(0) by ^,(0) and finish the induction step on /'. Fi-
nally, by a diagonal argument, we can choose a subsequence which satisfies the

conditions in Theorem 1.2(2).

Step 3. By Step 2, for any sequence /,- -> 0, there exists a subsequence {/j} c

{lj} such that, for all k > 1,

Jjm nÇ(flk(/j)) = ifk(0),        lim Xk(l) = A*(0).

Since A f Spec(Aa(0)), Xk(0) < A if and only if Xk(l) < X for all small enough
/. Therefore,

UrnKx(itv¡(z), n¡,(w); /) = Kx(z,w;0),

where the convergence is uniform over compact subsets of S0 x So.   By the

arbitrary choice of {lj} , we get

lim#¿(71/(2), n,(w);l) = Kx(z,w; 0),

where the convergence is uniform over compact subsets of So x So.
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